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Abstract
We report here the effect of one form of disturbance, boat
propeller scarring, on genetic variation in the subtropical
seagrass Halodule wrightii. We developed an amplified
fragment length polymorphism assay to measure genetic variation in plots representing four levels of scarring intensity:
reference (0% scarring), low (1–5%), moderate (5–15%) and
severe ()15%). Although we found severely scarred plots to
have the lowest, and moderately scarred plots to have the
highest, mean genetic diversity estimates (He, P), differences
among scarring levels were found to be non-significant
(as0.05). Analysis of molecular variance also showed no
significant effect of scarring intensity. While propeller scarring can cause significant habitat loss, scarring intensities of
up to 20% may not yet have seriously affected those factors
(population size, flowering density, recruitment, gene flow)
that strongly influence population genetic variation. The relatively recent occurrence of this type of disturbance, however, could mean that any long-term effects have yet to be
detected.
Keywords: disturbance; genetic variation; propeller
scarring; seagrass.

Disturbance, fragmentation and habitat loss from natural or
anthropogenic causes are serious issues for seagrass ecosystems (Short and Wyllie-Echeverria 1996, Duarte 2002, Orth
et al. 2006). Anthropogenic disturbance, in particular, has
been implicated in numerous incidences of seagrass loss,

ranging from the fragmentation of once continuous beds to
the elimination of seagrasses from specific bays (Pulich and
White 1991, Robblee et al. 1991, Onuf 1994). The effects
of these losses on coastal ecosystems are considerable, and
are expected to increase as coastal populations continue to
grow (Orth et al. 2006).
Most studies of disturbance or fragmentation have focused
either on the cause or their effect on habitat size, function
or biodiversity (Saunders et al. 1991, Short and Wyllie-Echeverria 1996, Fahrig 2003). Disturbance and fragmentation,
however, can also alter population genetic variation through
effects on population size, isolation, dispersal, or recruitment, among other factors (Young et al. 1996, DiBattista
2008). These effects are not always negative. For example,
while many instances of disturbance are correlated with
reduced population size, allelic diversity, or heterozygosity
(Young et al. 1996, Jacquemyn et al. 2003, Lienert and
Fischer 2003, DiBattista 2008) others have been correlated
with increased allelic and/or genotypic diversity (Coffroth
and Lasker 1998, Kudoh et al. 1999, Hammerli and Reusch
2003), a result frequently attributed to increased recruitment
or dispersal. This has important implications for seagrass
ecosystems, where genetic diversity is an important factor in
resilience and recovery from disturbance (Hughes and
Stachowicz 2004, Reusch et al. 2005).
One form of disturbance that fragments seagrass meadows
is propeller scarring produced by shallow draft recreational
boats (Zieman 1976, Dunton and Schonberg 2002). Scarring
physically removes plants, which may have detrimental
effects on genetic variation. If a significant number of genets
is removed, it could result in a reduced effective population
size, leading to decreased allelic diversity over time through
random genetic drift. Scarring may also reduce sexual reproduction (heterozygosity) and increase differentiation among
beds if flowering shoots are removed and the potential for
pollen-mediated gene flow is diminished (Young et al. 1996,
Hammerli and Reusch 2003, Reusch 2003). Conversely, propeller scarring may have beneficial effects on genetic variation if the removal of genets is limited and swaths created
in the seagrass canopy lead to increased recruitment, genet
intermingling and subsequent sexual reproduction (Duarte et
al. 2006, Reusch 2006). Scarring also breaks the rhizome
connections between ramets, possibly destroying the putative
advantages of larger clones, allowing smaller ones to be
more competitive (Hammerli and Reusch 2003, Diaz-Almela
et al. 2007). Though less probable, propeller scarring may
also contribute to gene flow among beds by uprooting and
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dispersing vegetative fragments (Harwell and Orth 2002,
Campbell 2003).
We undertook this study to examine the effect of propeller
scarring on genetic variation in the subtropical seagrass
Halodule wrightii (Ascherson) from Redfish Bay, Texas,
USA (Figure 1). We developed an amplified fragment length
polymorphism (AFLP) assay (Vos et al. 1995) to measure
genetic variation from 120 samples distributed among replicated plots representing four levels of propeller scarring:
reference (0% removal of vegetation from scarring), low
(1–5%), moderate (5–15%) and severe ()15%) (Figure 2).
The AFLP assay produced a total of 160 reproducible (98%)
markers that were used to score each sample. Scores indicated each sample to be a unique genotype. Marker scores
were also used to calculate estimates of population genetic
diversity, such as the proportion of polymorphic loci (P),
mean expected heterozygosity (He) and Jaccard similarity
coefficient (J) (Table 1). While severely scarred plots had
the lowest, and moderately scarred plots the highest, mean

Figure 2 Halodule wrightii: graphical and photographic representations of scarring intensities (modified from Sargent et al. 1995).
Reference (0% scarring); low (1–5%); moderate (5–15%); and
severe ()15%). All photographs taken from Redfish Bay, Texas,
USA. Five (leaf) samples were taken from each plot, spaced 5 m
apart, for a total of 20 samples per site (30 per scarring level). DNA
was extracted from leaf tissue using the Dneasy Plant miniprep kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). The AFLP assay was developed
using the AFLP amplification kit for regular genomes from Applied
Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA). Selective amplification was
performed using Mse I-CT and EcoRI-ACA primers. AFLP Product
bands were separated and scored using a Beckman-Coulter (Fullerton, CA, USA) CEQ 8000 Genetic Analyzer and fragment analysis
software program.

values for both P and He (Table 1), ANOVA indicated these
differences were non-significant (as0.05, data not shown).
Similarity among samples within plots (J), a crude estimate
of inbreeding, was found to be lowest for moderately scarred
plots though, again, differences among scarring levels were
not significant. Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA,
Excoffier et al. 1992) also found that scarring intensity had
Table 1 Halodule wrightii: genetic diversity and similarity estimates for four levels of propeller scarring in Redfish Bay, Texas,
USA.

Figure 1 Halodule wrightii: study area in Redfish Bay, Texas,
USA.
Sampling sites (each ;0.2 km2) are numbered. Four 10=25 m sampling plots were established in each of six sites: 1) 0% removal of
vegetation from propeller scars (reference); 2) 1–5% scarring (low);
3) 5–15% scarring (moderate); and 4) )15% scarring (severe).
Scarring intensity was determined from maps (Dunton and Schonberg 2002), aerial surveys (2003) and intensive ground truthing
(2003–2004).

Scarring level

P

He

J

Reference
Low
Moderate
High

0.39"0.05
0.38"0.07
0.44"0.06
0.33"0.05

0.13"0.02
0.13"0.02
0.15"0.03
0.12"0.02

0.64"0.05
0.64"0.07
0.55"0.06
0.64"0.05

P, proportion of polymorphic loci; He, mean expected heterozygosity; J, Jaccard coefficient of similarity.
Binary (1,0) AFLP marker scores were used to calculate genetic
diversity and similarity estimates using the GenAlEx and
NTSYSpc software packages (Rohlf 2000, Peakall and Smouse
2005). Values represent means"SE for each scarring level, calculated from average values for plots from six replicate sites (5 samples/plot, 30 samples total per scarring level).
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Table 2 Halodule wrightii: analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) table for examining effect of propeller scarring intensity on genetic
variation.
Source

df

SS

Variance component

% Total

p-Value

Between scarring levels
Among plots within scarring levels
Within plots

3
20
96

79.0
589.9
1423.6

0.0
2.9
14.8

0
17
83

0.855
0.001
0.001

Binary (1,0) AFLP marker scores were used for AMOVA calculations using the GenAlEx software package (Peakall and Smouse 2005).

no significant effects (Table 2). The location of sampling
plots (sites), however, was significant and accounted for 17%
of the variation.
The role of location in explaining genetic variation led us
to examine genetic differentiation at two levels: between
sites in Redfish Bay (0.75–6 km apart) and between plots
within sites (25–100 m apart). With one exception, we found
significant (pF0.05) genetic differentiation between all sites,
indicating genetic structure at the kilometer scale in Redfish
Bay (Table 3). Differentiation estimates between plots within
sampling sites were generally not significant, with individual
exceptions, although these did not correspond to any particular scarring intensity (data not shown).
Our results indicate that propeller scarring has a weak
effect on Halodule wrightii genetic variation in Redfish Bay,
at least at the scale examined (up to 20% removal of vegetation). Most likely this is due to a lack of effect on population size (e.g., removal of ramets vs. genets), flowering
density, or on some type of balance between removal and
recruitment. For example, Reusch (2006) found that while
experimental removal of Zostera marina cover increased the
occurrence of new genotypes, clonal diversity did not significantly change over a 2-year period. Also, while there is
little information on the lifetime of individual scars, preliminary data from Redfish Bays indicate they may recover in
as little as two years in H. wrightii meadows (Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department, personal communication). Studies
with other species indicate that regrowth into disturbed areas
occurs primarily through clonal processes (Olesen et al.
2004, Hammerstrom et al. 2007). The relatively quick recovTable 3 Halodule wrightii: genetic differentiation (FST) estimates
between scarring test sites in Redfish Bay, Texas, USA.
Site

1

2

3

4

5

6

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
0.175
0.074
0.161
0.157
0.166

0
0.082
0.092
0.113
0.094

0
0.045
0.056
0.076

0
0.070
0.068

0
0.017*

0

All values significant at p-0.05 (*ps0.08).
Genetic differentiation estimates based on FST statistic, analogous
to Wright’s FST when binary data are used (Excoffier et al. 1992).
A Mantel test revealed no significant relationship between FST values and physical distance between sites. All calculations were performed with the GenAlEx software package (Peakall and Smouse
2005).

ery through putatively clonal processes may preclude any
long-term effects on population size or flowering density as
long as new scars are not being created at equivalent or
greater rates.
Scarring is also a relatively recent phenomenon that has
increased with coastal population growth and the rise in popularity of recreational motorboats (last 25–50 years). Therefore, insufficient time may have elapsed to detect an effect.
In this regard, it is interesting to note the results of a study
by Lowe et al. (2005). In a meta-analysis of the effects of
habitat loss and degradation on neotropical trees, they
showed that while most studies found no significant effects
on genetic variation, a majority did find significant, negative
impacts on inbreeding, reproductive output and fitness. Thus,
while disturbance in the short-term may exhibit negligible
effects on measurable genetic variation, it does not mean that
damage has not occurred.
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